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INTRODUCTION 

About Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed Road 

The Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai harmoniously 

FOUR~ .. 
POINTS 
BY SHERATON 

Sheikh Zayed Road 
Dubai 

blends impeccable hospitality with painstaking attention to detail for the evolved, modern breed 
of international explorers. The 4-Star hotel is impressively designed with steel and glass fac;ade 
and welcomes guests to its contemporary interiors, marked by captivating decor accents and 
state-of-the-art facilities. The 43-storey hotel stands at an enviable location - the bustling Sheikh 
Zayed Road. Situated in the heart of the city's central business district, the hotel is only 15 
minutes from Dubai International Airport and is conveniently located near the Dubai International 
Finance Center. A short walk leads to the Dubai Metro for easy access to the city's best sites and 
is a mere 5 minute drive from the Dubai Mall, the Dubai Fountain and the iconic Burj Khalifa. 

The hotel features 383 over sized rooms and suites comprising of: 

King & Twin Classic Rooms 

Preferred Rooms 

Junior Suites 

Executive One-bedroom Suites 

Executive Two-bedroom Suites 

Executive Three-bedroom Suites 

The hotel includes a state of the art health club consisting of a gymnasium and a sauna for 
reshaping and relaxation. Two pools, one for adults and another for children. 

The hotel also offers a wide variety of restaurants and bars such as our rooftop Lounge, Level 43 
Sky Lounge, located on the 43rd floor with offers breathtaking views over Sheikh Zayed Road. 
Pascal Tepper located on the ground floor offers a variety of fresh and casual French fare for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner. In addition, the hotel has 3 restaurants located on the Mezzanine 
floor, a Pizzeria called Luigi's Pizzeria, a Pub called Charlie's and an Indian restaurant named 
Purani Dilli. 

The hotel features 5 meeting rooms with state of the art facilities for training sessions, seminars, 
product launches and a wide variety of corporate and private events. The largest meeting room 
can take up to 50 guests in theater style. 
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Sustainability at the Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed Road 

The Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed Road is committed to a green and sustainable future 
and works hard to minimize its waste and energy consumption. Over the year the hotel has 
implemented various initiatives to assist with this goal. 

The hotel partners with Marriott initiatives through the Marriott Business Council (M BC) in 
various environmental initiatives such as tree planting, beach clean ups, school painting. In 
addition to the MBC activities the hotel visits community centers and works along with charity 
organizations to assist in environmental and social cultural causes. 

The hotel actively participates to the Road to Awareness campaign falls under Marriott 
lnternational's Sustainability and Social Impact Platform, Serve 360: "Doing Good in Every 
Direction", which guides how the company makes a positive and sustainable impact wherever it 
does business. 

Clutter-free meetings. 

Clothes donation 

Public area waste bins 

Blood donation 

Reuse of linen into pillow covers and towels (old towels remade into dusters); bottles 

(glass and plastic) recycling; soap bar for non-profit organizations. 

Staff party recycled decoration pieces 

The hotel works hard throughout the year to create a sustainable environment and 

culture by participating in the yearly earth hour events 

MARRIOTT 
WORLDWIDE 
BUSINESS COUNCILS 
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Purpose 
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Over the year the Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed Road, led by General Manager Shujaat 
Yar, has been actively involved in the participation of sustainable practices through various 
events, activations and ongoing initiatives. 

Continuously improve environmental performance and reduce the environmental impact 

of our activities, especially in the areas of energy, water. 

Ensuring water quality monitoring systems and documented procedures are in place. 

All the technical equipment maintained regularly & inspections are documented through 

our Transcendent Tools. 

The energy consumption calculated in relation to turnover, number of guests through the 

online optimizer. 

The energy consumption is recorded and documented every day through Engineering 

Department. 

Minimize our consumption of natural resources, especially where they are non

renewable. 

We replace our lamps with new ones (led technology - light-emitting diode), providing 

reduced energy consumption. 

Install movement sensors in all public areas. 

We monitor and adjust the temperature of the central air conditioning system, according 

to the external weather conditions. 

Hotel air conditioning system (AH Us, FAHUs and Guest Room AC) working with 

occupied and unoccupied temperature set points. 

Recover the FAHUs condensate water to reuse evaporative cooler. 

Install VFD (Variable Frequency Drives) for machines above 1.5 KW thus huge saving on 

electricity energy from the actual power consumption of the motors. 

Building main Chiller working with Evaporative cooler to reduce ambient temperature in 

summer season. 
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Vision 

We are committed to creating positive and sustainable impact wherever we do business by being 
sustainable leaders in the hospitality industry bearing in mind the natural environment, socio 
cultural environment, quality of life as well as health and safety related issues. 

Today, business plays an increasingly critical role in taking on our world's most pressing social, 
environmental and economic issues. With our size and scale, we have a global responsibility and 
a unique opportunity to be a force for good. Guided by our 2025 Sustainability and Social Impact 
Goals, as well as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 

Mission 

Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed Road aims to develop a sustainable management plan 
and policy that creates awareness to both guests and associates to care for their surrounding 
community and environment. 

Goal 

Strategy 

With a detailed sustainable management plan, training to our associates and awareness 
campaigns to our guests we aim to meet the goal set for 2020. 
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SUSTAINABILITYMANAGEMENTPLAN 

The sustainable management plan is driven by 4 key pillars as explained below:

Pillar 1: Environmental 

The Environmental pillar focusses on aspects like reducing pollution, conserving resources, 
conserving biodiversity, ecosystem and landscapes. 

Pillar 2: Socio-Cultural 

The socio-cultural pillar focusses on being actively involved in corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) actions, community development, support to local entrepreneurs, respect local 
communities, implement a policy against exploitation, human trafficking, diversity and equitable 
hiring, and employee protection. 

Pillar 3 Quality 

This pillar focusses on any activity that can sustain itself economically through creating 
competitive advantages within the industry with inspired service that not only meets, but exceeds 
guest expectations; it continues to contribute to the economic well-being of the surrounding 
community through local ownership, employment, buying local products, etc. A sustainable 
business should benefit its colleagues, customers, business partners, owners, other 
stakeholders. 

Pillar 4: Health and Safety issues 

The Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed Road complies with all established health and safety 
regulations, and ensures that both guest and colleagues protection instruments are in place. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIO-CULTURAL 

HEALTH&QUALITY SAFETY 
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PLAN: ENVIRONMENTAL 

The Environmental pillar focusses on being actively involved in conserving resources, reducing 
pollution, conserving biodiversity, ecosystem and landscapes 

A. Consumable Goods 

Majority of the vendors are local and in process of adding more as and when required 
Very strong preference is given to fair trade and eco-certified suppliers 

B. Conserving Resources 

Reduce Energy by 2% vs 2019 
Reduce Water by 2% vs 2019 
We measure, monitor and record our energy usage (electricity, water and gas) and aim to 
reduce where possible. 
We encouraged all staff to save electricity through briefings and monthly gatherings. 
Property wide Computer Shutdown Policy - all back of house offices. 

Motion sensors on all basins, toilets in public and restrooms. 
Shift to local glass bottle water instead of PET. 

C. Conserving Biodiversity, Ecosystems and Landscapes 

Through its CSR activities the hotel further promotes awareness of environmental issues 
such as Earth Hour, for which each year the hotel lights are shut and candles are lit in 
the F&B outlets. 
Information about and interpretation of the natural surroundings, local culture, and 
culture heritage is provided to guest, as well as explaining appropriate behavior while 
visiting natural areas, living cultures and cultural heritage sites. 
There is no captive wildlife on properties ground, except for migratory birds available in 
the area which are not captured nor feed. 
We also support the Marriott Take Care initiative where a group of colleagues volunteer 
each year for a day to help clean part of the river or its connecting waterways. 

D. Reducing Pollution & Waste 

We have put together a Waste Management Plan based that aims to prevent and 
minimize waste as preferred option before considering how it can be reused, recycled or 
disposed of. 
Paper waste reduced by 2%. 
4% reduction in waste to landfill. 
Reduce the food waste and send to landfill by 5%. 
Pollution Management Plan is in place. 
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E. Introduction of Go-Green initiatives 

FOUR~ .. 
POINTS 
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Sheikh Zayed Road 
Dubai 

Clutter-Free Meetings help planners and guests stay organized and productive with an 

open room design and layout and socially conscious amenities by centralizing supplies

pads, pens, mints, water through streamlined stations. The advantage of clutter free is 

two folds: Meeting participants get more space for their own things and Hotels are able to 

increase productivity and reduce consumption. 

Linen-less: Meeting Tables are furniture pieces that do not require the use of any fabric 

or covering. As the tourism industry is responsible for over 10% of the daily water usage 

worldwide, it is important to look for opportunities to conserve water. 

To go cups removal from guest rooms. 

Plastic spoons removal from guest rooms. 

Housekeeping selling used soaps in bulk to local sustainable company. 

Recycle Straws - only upon guests requests. 

Clutter-free Meetings 
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PLAN: SOCIOCULTURAL 

Sociocultural initiatives, recognizes its roles and responsibilities in contributing to the sustainable 
development of the communities in which it operates. It aims at maximizing the return on 
Community Investments and their impact on the local community. Through this initiative we have 
identified unique areas of involvement where we can actively support our local communities and 
engage in a mutually rewarding way with our stakeholders. 

To join or organize Serve 360 (Serving our communities) related initiatives for 2020. 

Plastic Bottles & Can Collection by Emirates Environmental Group (EEG). 

Donation of good condition used clothes. 

On 14th January 2020, we conducted eye checkup camp on the property. 

On 12th February 2020, we conducted heart screening camp on the property. 

On 14th February 2020, we participated in Dubai case walk for education. 

On 24th February, we organized a lunch for elderly citizens at Marketplace in Marriott Al 

Jaddaf. 

On 27th February 2020 can collection drive - 110 kg of cans we collected and sent for 

recycle. 

Participated in blood donation camp at Le Meridien Dubai Hotel & Conference Centre 

organized on 21st September 2020 by JMBC. 

Organized donation drive for homeless and unemployed workers in Fujairah labor camp 

on 22nd until 24th September 2020. 

Organized Health talk webinar on COVID 19 on 29th September 2020 and 8th & 12th 

October 2020 respectively. 

Extra Activities 

This company is known for the steps it has taken (examples: saving power, recycling) to 

protect the environment" 

Local Hire - Advertising new positions or trainees on job portals. 

100% associates being trained on Four Points Sustainability program. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PLAN: QUALITY 
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This pillar focusses on any activity that can sustain itself economically through creating 
competitive advantages within the industry with inspired service that not only meets, but exceeds 
guest expectations; it continues to contribute to the economic well-being of the surrounding 
community through local ownership, employment, buying local products, etc. 

A sustainable business should benefit its colleagues, customers, business partners, owners, 
other stakeholders. 

A. Quality 

We ensure the hotel's sustainability performance and commitment is continually improving by 
measuring our guests' satisfaction based on corporate standards, setting a high priority on the 
development and training of our associates, nurturing excellence amongst us, and creating 
regular property maintenance plans. 

Ensure we create the ultimate atmosphere for relaxation, refreshment and renewal for guests. 

Maintain healthy business ethics among staff, management and business contacts. 

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PLAN: HEALTH & SAFETY 

We follow strict environmental, health and safety laws, regulations and procedures to conserve 
and protect the environment and create a workplace where we bring the best out of our 
colleagues whilst avoiding the risk of injury 

A. Health & Safety Issues 

Colleagues are trained appropriately to make them aware of the health and safety issues 

while working and guests are made aware of hazards by using appropriate signage and 

other forms of communication. 

To be able to provide our guests with emergency information in our guest directory: 

In the event of Fire. 

General safety & security issues e.g. safety box, double locks, keys, medical 

emergencies, telephone calls and guest with disabilities. 

Guest room Emergency instruction complete with Hotel layout. 

We have an experienced team of engineers and technicians who maintain the facilities, 

so that we have constant checks on them being in good working condition. 

HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point) principles are practices by F&B 
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ANNUAL CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT REPORT 

Improvement on Energy, Water & Carbon Footprint 

ENVIRONMENT POLICY 

FOUR~ .. 
POINTS 
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Sheikh Zayed Road 
Dubai 

Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed road is fully committed to the environment and aims to 
operate in a sustainable matter by minimizing the negative impacts to Mother Nature. We will 
also be committed to promoting an environmentally friendly culture amongst our associates and 
guests both during hotel operations and when they leave the hotel. 

This environmental policy states the commitment of our organization towards the law, regulations 
and other policies concerning the environment. This policy is the foundation to direct and 
oversee activities taken by associates and guests to prevent any harmful effects on the 
environment and natural resources. This policy also focusses on making sure that changes in the 
environment will in return not have a harmful effect on humans around the globe. 

Our key environmental activities for the Four Points by Sheraton Sheikh Zayed road are: 

To comply with all necessary environmental rules, regulations, legislations and policies. 
To protect the environment by preventing the pollution of land, air and water. 
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To involve the community in and around the hotel to participate in environmental 
activities that minimize waste and prevent pollution to land, air and water. 
To work together to maximize the use of recyclable and reusable materials. 
To adopt renewable energy resources that are used for sustainable practices. 
To conserve natural resources, wildlife and endangered species through the choose 
wisely campaign. 
To use environmentally friendly cleaning chemicals. 
To ensure that all waste is disposed of through a proper waste management system. 
To train and educate associates and guests about sustainable living and to communicate 
this onwards to the public highlighting environmental issues. 
To create an environmental culture where the whole organization follows sustainable 
practices at work and at home. 
To identity any hazardous materials to associates, guests and the environment 
To measure the consumption of the hotel in terms of waste, water, electricity, gas and 
natural resources. 

Four Points by Sheraton itself to follow the policy within the whole hotel amongst its associates. 

Shujaat Yar Nabeel Sheikh 

Cluster General Manager 
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GREEN TEAM COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

General Manager 
Hotel Manager 
Director of Engineering 
Administration 
PR & Marketing 
Human Resources/ Training 
Housekeeping 
Food & Beverage 
Front Office 
Sales/Events 
Purchasing 
Health & Safety 
Kitchen 
Revenue / Reservation 

Sustainability Plan Review & Approval 

'tle Nan1e 

Director of Engineering Kaleem Ghouri 

Director of Human Resources Renate Buchholz 

Hotel Manager Nabeel Sheikh 

General Manager Shujaat Yar 
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